This paper is concerned with the singularities that are due to concentrated couples in an infinite linear, elastic, isotropic Cosserat continuum. The solution to the problem of a concentrated couple, acting within an infinite region, may be obtained as a limiting case of the solution to the problem of body moments acting within a finite portion of the infinite medium. Alternatively, the solution to the problem of the concentrated couple can be constructed from the solution to the case of a concentrated force acting within an infinite body, by combining two double-forces with moments to form a center of rotation.
This paper is concerned with the singularities that are due to concentrated couples in an infinite linear, elastic, isotropic Cosserat continuum. The solution to the problem of a concentrated couple, acting within an infinite region, may be obtained as a limiting case of the solution to the problem of body moments acting within a finite portion of the infinite medium. Alternatively, the solution to the problem of the concentrated couple can be constructed from the solution to the case of a concentrated force acting within an infinite body, by combining two double-forces with moments to form a center of rotation.
In this paper it is shown that in a Cosserat continuum the two above mentioned singular solutions to the case of a concentrated couple, acting within an infinite body, are not the same. By means of a specific linear combination of these two singular solutions it is possible to reconstruct the classical center of rotation, which is accompanied by an additional micro-rotation field. It is shown that there exists a limiting case in which the macro-displacements are eliminated altogether, resulting in a singular field of micro-rotations alone.
1. The equations of a linear, elastic, isotropic Cosserat continuum. In a Cosserat continuum [1]**, deformations are characterized by two kinematical variables: the displacement w, and the independent, rigid, anti-symmetric micro-rotation . The quantities \pUt \ describe a rigid rotation of some material "superstructural" property (e.g. the Cosserat triad or, alternatively, a "micro-structure").
Following Mindlin's formulation [2] of the linear, elastic case we definê
Then, for an isotropic, centrosymmetric medium the constituitive relations are In (3) /, and <^,11 denote body force and body couple, respectively. The boundary conditions, at a boundary with outward normal n, , are
Substituting (1) in (2), and then in (3) we obtain the kinematical equations of motion (X + n -+ (fi + + /, = 0, (
Employing the "direct" notation, Eqs. (5) h -r. > '3 -2. The singular solutions for concentrated force and couple. Mindlin [2] has given the solution to the problems of a concentrated force and a concentrated couple acting within an infinite medium.
For a concentrated force P, acting at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system x, y, z the stress-functions are B B» " °' C-V".
In (9) and (10) g( = (1 -e~r/u)/r. Let u(1) and denote the kinematical field due to a concentrated force Pex acting at the origin, and u<2>, t{r4<2> be the kinematical field that is due to a force Pe" acting at the origin.
Employing the fields uU), «Jrjl<1) and u<2), i|iAi2), it is possible to construct a singular solution due to a "center of rotation about the axis of z" [3] . We let the forces h~1Pex and -h~1Pev act at the origin (0, 0, 0), and the forces -h~1PeJC and h~lPev act at (0, h, 0) and (h, 0, 0), respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 . Passing to the limit as h -» 0 the resulting kinematical field is given by u<R) = dum du (2) dy dx
Computing the field u<,B) and we obtain u(fl) = (1 -^V2)es X Vg, , = X V X e2 X .
Expressions (12) may be obtained from (7) A comparison between (13) and (14) shows that the singularities due to the two kinds of concentrated couples are not the same. They differ by the stress functions K and K0, given in (14). These functions yield a self-equilibrating kinematical field.
It may be worth noting that in the case of couple-stress theory [4] , the singularity due to a concentrated couple and the singularity due to a "center of rotation" are the same. 
The corresponding kinematical field is -£;vx7.
It is interesting to note that the expression for u</j) has thus been made to agree with the classical result for a center of rotation about the axis of z. It does not depend on the "micro-parameters" of the Cosserat medium. It is seen that for this limiting case the macro-displacements vanish, and the resulting singular field contains micro-rotations alone.
